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Wouldn’t it be nice if bow
manufacturers could
know ahead of time exact-

ly what customers wanted in a new
model? Then they could build in
those features and if the price was
reasonable, they could just about
guarantee their retailers would have
another hot-selling bow.

Ben Pearson Archery has been
doing just that, by using it’s sophisti-
cated web site to allow customers to
have a hand in bow design. In 2004,
web site visitors could vote on about
20 categories affecting the design of
a bow that became known as the
Pride. The design team at Ben
Pearson then distilled that feedback
down and came up with a 32 inch
hunting bow for the 2005 line that
features a slanted Biogrip over a
shock-absorbing Vib-X chamber. 

The Biogrip is a Ben Pearson
exclusive that slants the grip 20
degrees toward the arrow pass side
of the bow. That feature is particular-
ly welcome on lower brace height
models where it helps keep the cus-
tomer’s arm clear of the string. 

Ben Pearson’s marketing refers
to Vib-X as a built-in stabilizer.
Rubbery Vibrasorb from the
Vibracheck stabilizer firm is molded
to shape and then compressed and
installed in the hollow in the riser.
The stabilizer mounting stud is sus-
pended in the center of Vibrasorb, so
the Vib-X unit functions as a shock-
absorber on its own. When a stabiliz-
er is mounted, the folks at Ben
Pearson Archery say the shock-
absorbing capacity is about double
of what you’ll see “out of the box.”

It’s no surprise then that the
2006 “Build Your Own Bow” winner
is also a Vib-X model, though the
angled Biogrip was not included.
What customers wanted to see in the

Stealth, according to National Sales
Manager Bill Harris, was a parallel
limb bow in a shorter axle-to-axle
range. The long riser is sculpted with
vibration-damping frequency ridges
that help to give the bow a striking
appearance, an appearance that’s
complimented by a two-tone wood
Angel Wing grip. Hybrid cams came
out on top in the voting, so this
model carries what Pearson has
dubbed a Hurricane Category 5
Hybrid Cam system.

“People keep asking me where
Brewton is,” Harris quipped. “So I tell
them, you know that little strip of
Florida where the hurricanes keep
sweeping across; we’re right next to
that.”

These hybrid cams live up to
their powerful name. On the Stealth
they help push the IBO rating to 316
fps, and Harris said that’s no exag-
geration. “Our bows shoot where
they say they will. If you look at all
the published reviews on our bows,
the majority of the time they test out
to be faster than advertised. We
would rather have people be pleas-
antly surprised at the speed than
slightly disappointed.”

Powering the cams are short,
swept back limbs used to create a
moderate 7 3/8 inch brace height
and 33 5/8 inch axle to axle length.
Those limbs are solid, not split as has
been common on other recent intro-
ductions. Sales Manager Harris, who
also took over marketing and pro
staff direction duties after the depar-
ture of Ed McPherson in the Spring
of 2005, said Ben Pearson needed to
be able to offer solid limb bows to
retailers who just were not keen on
split limb models. “I’ve had many
people come to me and say, ‘I love
the Pearson name, I love your bows,
but I don’t like split limb bows.’ Now,
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The Ben Pearson Stealth 
was designed with the aid 
of  more than 5,000 web site visitors.
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I’ve never had someone come up to
me and say ‘But I don’t like solid limb
bows.’”

Weighing that with the input
from more than 5,000 “Build Your
Own Bow” participants, the
Brewton, Alabama firm decided on a
new policy that is reflected in the
Stealth. Bows that carry the more
costly pivoting, lockable limb pock-
ets, will be solid limb models. Bows
like the Diesel HD or Pitbull where
limbs pivot on a rocker continue to
carry split limbs.

Harris emphasized that Pearson
hasn’t had a problem with split limb
bows, and the new dual-track
approach is just a way to give more
customers and retailers what they
want. “We’ve had less than a 1/2 per-
cent failure rate on our limbs,” he
said, which is one reason all the
Pearson bows continue to carry a
lifetime warranty to the original pur-
chaser. 

These bows also come with addi-
tional silencing accessories installed.
Ben Pearson Archery has chosen the
BowJax series of products, so as part
of the assembly process Ultrajax II
silencers go on the limbs, a Bigjax is
slid over the cable guard and
Limbjax limb silencers are attached
to the face side or shooter side of the
limbs.

Why take steps that add cost and
time to every bow assembled?
Because it quiets the bows and is a
step many customers would take on
their own. Harris said it’s become
common practice to set new bows
up with additional silencing prod-
ucts, beyond what can be built into
the riser. “The first thing people do
when they get a bow is to put all their
silencing stuff on it, and the next
thing they do is put good strings and
cables on them. We do that for them
too. The Vapor Trail strings and
cables retail for $80, and we put
those on the bow for people, so they
don’t have to.”

Having Minnesota’s VaporTrail
ship down those light, compact
components frees up space in the
Alabama plant that can be used for
cutting risers and profiling limbs.
Ben Pearson Archery buys limb
blanks from Gordon Plastics in

either solid or split limb configura-
tions, but does the final grinding,
sanding and deflection testing in-
house. Most risers are cut in-house,
though Harris said there are vendors
who can supplement as needed so
the firm can stay up on orders. 

Thanks to staff additions made
during the strong growth the compa-
ny enjoyed during 2005, Harris said
Ben Pearson will come to the ATA
Show in much better shape than it
did last year. “We’re three months
ahead of where we were last year in
terms of new models. We’re taking
orders for the Stealth right now, and
those bows will ship the second
week of December.” Any other new
models dealers order in Atlanta will
be ready to ship as soon as staff
returns from the show.

So what are the other new mod-
els? Joining the Stealth in what will
be known as the Ben Pearson Pro
Staff Series is the Legend and the
Generation II. “The Legend is very,
very similar to the McPherson Edge.
That was our flagship bow that did

very well for us the last two years. It
garnered super, super reviews. But
we took what people told us about
the bow and what they would like to
see changed, and came up with the
Ben Pearson Legend.”

The Legend is a 34 inch bow with
the Frequency Ridged Riser, two-
tone wood Angel Wing grip, and
Hurricane Category 5 Hybrid Cam
System. The biggest change from
what had been the Edge is in the
limb: instead of split limbs this 2006
model carries solid limbs in lock-
able, pivoting limb pockets.

The third new Pro Staff Series
model from Ben Pearson Archery is
the Generation II, or G2 for short.
Designed primarily for competition,
this bow has an extremely long riser
machined from a billet or block of
aluminum. With 13 1/2 inch solid
limbs it is 36 3/8 inches, axle to axle.
Or you can order it as a 39 1/2 inch
bow that mounts 14 1/2 inch limbs.
The costliest bow in the line also
gives you the option of the single
cam or hybrid cam power systems.

Learn how you can profit from selling the ONLY bowstorage system thattakes hunters fromTruck, to Trail, to Tree!

• Bow Sling
• Bow Case
• Utility Storage

Pockets
• Treestand/ 

Ground Blind
(optional)
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This new Generation II replaces the
Bishop, because Ben Pearson
Archery has decided to no longer
promote a separate McPherson
brand of bows. The Dagger and
Bulldog are being discontinued,
along with the Sidewinder from the
Pearson line. Familiar Ben Pearson
models you’ll see again this year
include the twin cam youth
Pathfinder, single cam Spoiler Plus
and Spoiler Angle, and three hybrid
cam models: Diesel HD, Pitbull and
Pride.

“Last year McPherson was the
pro series from Ben Pearson, and
that was confusing for a lot of peo-
ple,” Harris acknowledged. “It was
confusing especially for my pro staff
shooters. They’d ask me, ‘Do I shoot
for McPherson, or Ben Pearson?’
And then there were people who
were convinced the McPherson
bows were better bows. Well, I’d tell
them, they’re made at the same
place, by the same people. The
McPherson Pro Series bows were not
better bows, but they did come with
a protected territory. They had to be
sold at pro shops with certain quali-
fications, and couldn’t be sold
through catalogs or over the inter-
net.”

There was also confusion
because the name McPherson is so
strongly associated with Mathews
bows. Harris said Matt McPherson
has done great things with Mathews,
Inc., and was the original founder of
the McPherson brand, but has no
connection to the current company
in Alabama. 

“This year we’re going to market
one name,” Harris summarized.
“That’s Ben Pearson Archery, and the
Ben Pearson Pro Staff Series. And
we’re going to remind people that
Ben Pearson has been in the archery
business since 1927. It’s America’s

oldest bow maker.”
Retailers can get more informa-

tion on the entire line, and find out if

they qualify to carry the Pro Staff
Series, by contacting Ben Pearson
Archery at (800) 441-6734.

The Ben Pearson Legend (right) and Generation II (far right)
round out the Ben Pearson Archery Pro Staff Series for 2006.
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